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Abstract
Reaction systems (RS) are a computational framework inspired by the functioning of living cells,
suitable to model the main mechanisms of biochemical reactions. RS have shown to be useful
also for computer science applications, e.g. to model circuits or transition systems. Since their
introduction about 10 years ago, RS matured into a fruitful and dynamically evolving research
area. They have become a popular novel model of interactive computation. RS can be seen as
a rewriting system interacting with the environment represented by the context. RS pose some
problems of implementation, as it is a relatively recent computation model, and several extensions
of the basic model have been designed. In this paper we present some preliminary work on how to
implement this formalism in a logic programming language (Prolog). To the best of our knowledge
this is the first approach to RS in logic programming. Our prototypical implementation does not
aim to be highly performing, but has the advantage of being high level and easily modifiable. So
it is suitable as a rapid prototyping tool for implementing several extensions of reaction systems
in the literature as well as new ones. We also make a preliminary implementation of a kind of
memoization mechanism for stopping potentially infinite and repetitive computations. Then we show
how to implement in our interpreter an extension of RS for modeling a nondeterministic context
and interaction between components of a (biological) system. We then present an extension of the
interpreter for implementing the recently introduced networks of RS.
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1

Introduction

Natural Computing is an area of research which has two main aspects: human designed
computing (models and computational techniques) inspired by nature and computation
taking place in nature (i.e. it also investigates processes taking place in nature in terms
of information processing). The first strand of research is quite well-established. This
paper falls into this second strand of research, since it discusses reaction systems which
are a formal model for the investigation of the functioning of the living cell introduced by
A. Ehrenfeucht and G. Rozenberg [16, 17]. The functioning is viewed in terms of formal
processes resulting from interactions between biochemical reactions taking place in the living
cell. The basic model of reaction systems abstracts from various (technical) features of
biochemical reactions to such an extent that it becomes a qualitative rather than quantitative
model [7, 15]. However, it takes into account the basic bioenergetics (flow of energy) of the
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living cell, and it also takes into account that the living cell is an open system (in the sense
that it interacts with its environment) and its behavior is influenced by its environment. The
main focus of research is on understanding processes that take place in these models. The
Reaction Systems model has already been applied and extended successfully to various areas
of research, since it is relevant in several different fields, such as computer science, biology,
molecular chemistry [20, 21, 9, 3].
In this paper we present our preliminary work on how to implement the framework of
RS in a logic programming language (Prolog). To the best of our knowledge this is the first
approach to RS in logic programming. We illustrate our program by means of some simple
basic examples throughout the paper, and then we consider a more complex example, by
modeling a reaction system representing a regulatory network for lac operon, presented in [12].
We have also implemented a kind of memoization mechanism for stopping potentially infinite
and repetitive computations. We discuss also some extensions of the basic framework and
their implementation. First, we discuss how to implement an extension of RS for modeling
nondeterministic contexts. Then, we show how to implement two RS which interact between
them. Finally we present a prototypical implementation of the recently introduced networks
of reaction systems [6]. Our interpreter is freely available online.
Structure of the paper. In Section 2, we present the basic framework of Reaction Systems.
Then Section 3 is devoted to describing the implementation of the basic framework. Section 4
presents the implementation of a biological example. In Section 5 we discuss some extensions
of RS and the corresponding implementation. We draw some conclusions and discuss future
work in Section 6.

1.1

Related work

Reaction systems pose some interesting problems of implementation, as it is a recent computation model, and several extensions of the basic model have been designed. In particular,
RS are amenable to both theoretical studies and as a modeling tool for biological processes.
Their dynamics occupy an intermediate position between Cellular Automata [19] and Boolean
Automata Networks [13]. However, since reaction systems have also been employed to model
real-world systems, the availability of fast and efficient simulators is essential for a more
widespread use of them as a modeling tool. The first available simulator was brsim [1], written
in Haskell and it has been the fastest CPU-based simulator available for a relatively long
time. Later, a GPU-based approach to the simulation of reaction systems has been explored
with HERESY in [23], written using CUDA. It has been shown to be the fastest simulator for
large-scale systems, due to its ability to exploit the large number of computational units inside
GPUs. It also provides a CPU-based simulator written in Python 2, however it is more a
“fallback” simulator when GPUs are not available, and is slower than brsim. Both simulators
employ the same direct simulation method, which is based on the set-theoretic definition of
the reaction systems’ dynamics. Recently, in [18] the authors provide an optimized Common
Lisp simulator, employing the direct simulation method, which is able to offer performances
comparable with the GPU-based simulator on a large-scale real-world model, the ErbB model.
It has been shown to be the fastest CPU-based simulator currently available. They also
explore other ways of performing the simulation, in particular, by looking at the graph of
dependencies between reactions, it is possible to avoid performing the simulation of parts of
the reactions that cannot produce any effect on its dynamics; and by rewriting the dynamical
evolution of a reaction system in terms of matrix-vector multiplications, vector additions,
and clipping operations, they exploit the existing high-performance linear algebra libraries to
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perform the simulation and therefore they use a proof-of-concept implementation employing
Python 3 and Numpy. Regarding the non-determinism of the context, some results are
illustrated in [9], in which the authors consider the link-calculus [8, 11], which allows to model
multiparty interaction in concurrent systems, and show that it allows to embed reaction
systems, by representing the behaviour of each entity and preserving faithfully their features.
Such a framework contribute to increase the expressiveness of reaction systems, indeed it
exploits the interaction among different reaction systems. In [10] the authors show how to
define a context which can be really expressive, by adding to it a non deterministic and a
recursive operator.
In this paper we present some preliminary work on how to implement the formalism of
RS in a logic programming language: Prolog. Although this prototypical implementation is
not highly performing and competitive compared to the above mentioned implementation,
it has the considerable advantage of being very high level and easily modifiable. Therefore,
it is suitable as a working rapid prototyping tool for implementing extensions of reaction
systems, as we show in this paper.

2

Reaction Systems

Natural Computing is concerned with human-designed computing inspired by nature as well
as with computation taking place in nature. The theory of Reaction Systems [16, 7] was born
in the field of Natural Computing to model the behavior of biochemical reactions taking
place in living cells. The original motivation was to understand interactions of biochemical
reactions in the living cell from the natural computing point of view. These interactions are
based on mechanisms of facilitation and inhibition, which underlie the definition of reaction
system. A reaction is a chemical process in which substances act mutually on each other and
are changed into different substances, or one substance changes into other substances. A
reaction takes place if all its reactants are present and none of its inhibitors is present. If a
reaction takes place, then it creates its products. Therefore to specify a reaction one needs to
specify its set of reactants, its set of inhibitors and its set of products.
I Definition 1 (Reaction). A reaction is a triplet a = (R, I, P ), where R, I, P are finite sets.
If S is a set such that R, I, P ⊆ S, then a is a reaction in S.
The sets R, I, P are also written Ra , Ia , Pa and called the reactant set of a, the inhibitor set
of a, and the product set of a, respectively. Also, Ra ∪ Ia is the set of the resources of a and
rac(S) denotes the set of all reactions in S. Because R and I are non empty, all products
are produced from at least one reactant and every reaction can be inhibited in some way.
Sometimes artificial inhibitors are used that are never produced by any reaction. For the
sake of simplicity, in some examples, we will allow I to be empty.
The effect of a reaction a is conditional: if Ra is present and no element of Ia is present, then
Pa is produced. Otherwise, the reaction does not take place, and “nothing” is produced.
I Definition 2 (Result of Reaction). Let a be a reaction, A a finite set of reactions and T a
finite set.
a is enabled by T if Ra ⊆ T and Ia ∩ T = ∅ (indicated by ena (T ));
The result of a on T is defined by:

Pa if ena (T )
resa (T ) =
∅ otherwise
The results of A on T is defined by resA (T ) =

S

a∈A

resa (T ).
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Now that the formal notion of a reaction and its effect on states have been established, we
can proceed to define reaction systems, which are an abstract model of the functioning of the
living cell. A reaction system is essentially a set of reactions. We also specify the background
set, which consists of entities needed for defining the reactions and for reasoning about the
system.
I Definition 3 (Reaction Systems). A reaction system, abbreviated rs, is an ordered pair
A = (S, A) such that S is a finite set, and A ⊆ rac(S).
The set S is called the background set of A. Its elements are called entities, they represent
molecular entities (e. g. atoms, ions, molecules) that may be present in the state of a
biochemical system modeled by A. The set A is the set of reactions of A. Since S is finite,
so is A. All the notations introduced for sets of reactions carry over to reaction systems:
T ⊆ S, enA (T ) = enA (T ); resA (T ) = resA (T ); T is active in A, if enA (T ) 6= ∅. The theory
of Reaction Systems is based on the following assumptions:
1. No permanency. An entity of a set T vanishes unless it is sustained by a reaction. This
reflects the fact that a living cell would die for lack of energy, without chemical reactions.
2. No counting. The basic model of reaction systems is very abstract and qualitative, i.e.
the quantity of entities that are present in a cell is not taken into account. In fact the
number of reagents does not count in the reaction systems model, unlike the stoichiometric
equations, in which the quantities are fundamental.
3. Threshold nature of resources. From the previous item, we assume that either an
entity is available and there is enough of it (i.e. there are no conflicts), or it is not
available at all.
The dynamic behavior of reaction systems is captured through the notion of interactive
process:
I Definition 4 (Interactive Process). Let A = (S, A) be a reaction system. An interactive process in A is a pair π = (γ, δ) of finite sequences such that: γ = C0 , C1 , . . . , Cn ,
δ = D1 , . . . , Dn , n ≥ 1, where C0 , . . . , Cn , D1 , . . . , Dn ⊆ S, D1 = resA (C0 ), and Di =
resA (Di−1 ∪ Ci−1 ) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
Living cells are seen as open systems that continuously react with the external environment,
in discrete steps. The sequence γ is the context sequence of π and represents the influence of
the environment on the Reaction System. The sequence δ is the result sequence of π and
it is entirely determined by γ and A. Note that Ci and Di do not have to be disjoint. Let
W0 = C0 and Wi = Ci ∪ Di for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The sequence W0 , . . . , Wn is the state sequence
of π, sts(π). W0 is the initial state of π. For each 0 ≤ j ≤ n, Cj is the context of Wj .
Let us consider a clarifying example that illustrates the concepts introduced in Section 2.
I Example 5. Let us consider a reaction system A = ({e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 }, A), where A is the set
of the two reactions:
a1 = (

{e1 , e2 }
| {z }

,

{e1 }
|{z}

,

{e3 }
|{z}

,

{e4 }
|{z}

,

{e2 , e3 }
| {z }

)

{e1 , e4 }
| {z }

)

R1 = Reactants of a1 I1 = Inhibitors of a1 P1 = Products of a1

a2 = (

R2 = Reactants of a2 I2 = Inhibitors of a2 P2 = Products of a2

The sequence τ = {e2 , e3 , e1 , e4 }, ø is a context-indipendent state sequence of A, assuming
that the initial state is T0 = {e1 , e2 }. Indeed: R1 = T0 and T0 ∩I1 = ø, then reaction a1 takes
place, producing P1 ; also R2 ⊂ T0 and I2 ∩ T0 = ø, then reaction a2 takes place producing P2 .
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Therefore, we get T1 = P2 ∪P3 = {e2 , e3 , e1 , e4 }. Now, since I1 ∩T1 = {e3 } =
6 ø, then reaction
a1 does not take place. Reaction a2 does not take place either, in fact I2 ∩ T1 = {e4 } = ø.
Finally, we get T2 = ø.
Let us now assume that the computation is not context-indipendent. If the context sequence
is γ = {e1 , e4 }, {e4 }, then the corresponding state sequence is τ = {e4 }, ø. Indeed: G0 =
T0 ∪ C0 = {e1 , e2 , e4 }. From the fact that G0 ∩ I2 = {e4 } =
6 ø, we get the reaction a2 does
not take place. Instead reaction a1 occurs in fact R1 ⊆ G0 and I1 ∩ G0 = ø. Then we
get T1 = {e2 , e3 }. Now, we have G1 = T1 ∪ {e4 } = {e2 , e3 , e4 }. Since G1 ∩ I1 = ø and
G1 ∩ I2 = ø, neither reaction a1 nor reaction a2 take place. Therefore, we get T2 = ø.

3

A logic programming approach to Reaction Systems

In this Section we briefly describe a prototypical implementation of the Reaction Systems
framework in a logic programming language (Prolog), which is available on-line1 , together
with a small manual to use it.

3.1

An Interpreter of Reaction Systems in logic programming

Sets are represented by corresponding lists of values. The background set S of a reaction
system is represented by a list of distinct constant symbols. A reaction (R, I, P) is
represented by a triple of lists, where R is the list of the reactants, I is the list of the inhibitors
and P is the list of products. The set of reactions in a reaction system is defined by a list
of reactions and is introduced by using the predicate reactionSet/1. So, this predicate is
fundamental and one fact for this predicate must be included. If the computation is context
independent reactionSet/1 is the only predicate for which we have to add a unit fact in
the program. If we want to perform a computation context dependent, then we have to add
also a unit fact for the other fundamental predicate context/1. The predicate context/1
takes as input a list of context lists. Hence a user has to modify only one, or at most two
unit facts to be able to run her reaction system.

3.2

A computation with the interpreter of Reaction Systems

Now we briefly describe some of the main predicates which are part of the interpreter of
Reaction Systems.
When evaluating a query to our interpreter, the predicate which needs to be called is
computation(InitialState, ListOfStates). The first input argument InitialState is
the list of the reagents to be put in the initial state. The second argument ListOfStates is
the list of states which is computed in the reaction system by our interpreter. So, a query to
our interpreter consists of a call to computation/2.
The execution of the predicate computation/2 starts by making some preliminary checks
(predicate preliminaryCheck/1) to verify that the basic assumptions on reaction systems
are respected. Namely, for each reaction (R,I,P) the set of reagents R and the sets of
inhibitors I are non empty, and they don’t share elements. Then, the interpreter will give
the user some choices:
1) whether she wants to make a context independent computation or a computation which
interacts with the context.

1

https://www3.diism.unisi.it/~falaschi/ReactionSystems
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2) whether she wants to make a computation with a limited maximal number of steps, or if
the computation should be of a possibly unlimited length.
Then the appropriate predicate corresponding to the choice of the user is selected, between
the following four ones:
computationLimitedToKStepsContextIndependent/2
computationLimitedToKSteps/2
unlimitedComputationContextIndependent/2
unlimitedComputation/2
Notice that unlimitedComputation/2 and unlimitedComputationContextIndependent/2
may enter in a loop if there is a reaction (R,I,P) in which the same reactant in R appears in
P, or more in general when there are dependencies between the reactants in R and the ones
computed by some other reaction. A loop can be stopped by using the inhibition mechanism,
or by a memoization mechanism, as explained at the end of this section.
A single step of the computation is performed as follows. The result of a single reaction
(without the context) is computed by the predicate result (T, R, I, P, P1). Given the
state T and the reaction (R, I, P), the result P1 will be P if the reaction is enabled in
T (that is, if the predicate enable is true), otherwise it will return the empty set. The
predicate enable (R, I, T) checks if the reaction with reactants R and inhibitors I is
enabled in the state T. We recall that in a reaction system for a reaction to occur it must
hold: R ⊆ T and I ∩ T = ∅. Then the result of all reactions on T is computed by the
predicate resultallreactions (T, ReactionSet, T1), which recursively calls result/5
and collects the union of its outcomes.
Let us see a trivial example.
I Example 6. Let us define the predicate reactionset as follows:
reactionset ([([ e1, e2 ], [ e3 ], [ e2, e3 ]),

([e1], [ e4 ], [ e1, e4 ])]).

This means that there are two reactions in the system. We execute the following query:
? - computation ( [ e1, e2], L ).

Then, by selecting the modality “computation context independent” we get:
L = [ [ e2, e3, e1, e4 ], [ ] ]

that is the next state [ e2, e3, e1, e4 ] and the final state [ ]. The computation in this
case uses an empty context represented internally by an empty list.
We now modify the example in order to show the interactive influence of the context. To
consider the effect of the context, we need to add a unit fact for the predicate context/1.
The input argument of this predicate must be a list of context reagent lists. The list in
position k corresponds to the context to be added at step k of the computation. For instance:
context([[e1, e2], [e3, e2, e5]]).

If the context list has length m, and the computation is longer, it continues from step
m + 1 as context independent. We define the predicate that calculates a computation starting
from an initial state, returning a list of states. The context is taken into account now. We
report here a small fragment of the interpreter. The predicate
computeWithContext(ComputState,Context,Reactions,ComputStateSequence) takes in
input the current ComputState, the Context sequence, the list of Reactions in the Reaction
System, and returns the computed ComputStateSequence.
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unlimitedComputation(InitialState,L):reactionSet(R),context([C0|Cs]),
union(InitialState,C0,SC),computeWithContext(SC,Cs,R,L).
computeWithContext ([ ], C, R, [ ]).
computeWithContext ([ X | L ], [ ], R, [ S1 | S ]) : resultallreactions ([ X | L ], R, S1),
computeWithContext (S1, [ ], R, S).
computeWithContext ([ X | L ], [C | Cs], R, [S1 | S ]) : resultallreactions ([ X | L ], R, S1),
union (S1, C, S2), computeWithContext (S2, Cs, R, S).

Let us see a simple example.
I Example 7. Let us define the context and the reactions of a reaction system as follows:
context([ [e1, e2], [e3, e2, e5] ]).
reactionSet([([e1,e2],[e3],[e2,e3]),

([e5], [e4], [e1,e4])]).

We can execute the following query (starting from an empty initial state):
? - computation ( [ ], L ).

We get:
L = [ [e2, e3], [e1, e4], [ ] ].

that is the next state is [e2, e3], then [e1, e4] and the final state [ ].

3.3

Stopping unlimited computations with memoization

A problem which may arise during a computation in a reaction system is that a loop can be
created easily either directly in one reaction or with dependencies between different reactions.
For instance consider the reaction [[a],[b],[a]]. If we start with the initial state [a],
then an infinite sequence [a], [a], [a], ..... will be generated, unless the context introduces
the inhibitor b at some stage of the computation.
We have extended our interpreter by using a technique in the style of “memoization”. So
we have defined a predicate unlimitedComputationContextIndependentMemoized which
keeps track of the states of the computation generated, and as soon as a state of the
computation is repeated (i.e. it appears identical in a previous step), the computation is
stopped and the finite sequence of states until the current one is returned.

4

Reaction systems: a biological example

In this section we present the encoding of a reaction system example taken from [12],
that regards the lac operon mechanism in the reaction system formalism. Therefore, we
preliminary introduce the most essential notions about the lac operon.

4.1

The lac operon

An operon is a functioning unit of DNA containing a cluster of genes under the control
of a single promoter (i.e. a sequence of DNA to which proteins bind in order to initiate
transcription). The lac operon is involved in the metabolism of lactose in Escherichia coli
cells (i.e. a bacteria which lives in the intestines of mammals and birds and which is needed
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to digest food). It is composed by three adjacent structural genes (plus some regulatory
components): lacZ, lacY and lacA encoding for two enzymes Z and A, and a transporter Y ,
involved in the digestion of the lactose. The main regulations are:
The DNA sequence, called promoter, is recognized by a RNA polymerase (i.e. an enzyme
that synthesizes RNA from a DNA template) to iniziate the transcription of the genes
lacZ, lacY and lacA;
The gene lacI encodes for a repressor protein I;
A DNA segment, called the operator (OP ), obstructs the RNA polymerase functionality
when the repressor protein I is bound to it forming I-OP ;
A short DNA sequence, called the CAP-binding site, when it is bound to the complex
composed by the protein CAP and the signal molecule cAM P , acts as a promoter for
the interaction between the RNA polymerase and the promoter.
The functionality of the lac operon is based on the integration of two control mechanisms of
which, one is mediated by lactose, while the other one is mediated by glucose.
1. In the first control mechanism, an effect of the absence of the lactose is that I can bind
the operator sequence preventing in this way the lac operon expression. If lactose is
available, I is unable to bind the operator sequence, and then the lac operon can be
potentially expressed.
2. In the second control mechanism, in the absence of glucose, the molecule cAM P and
the protein CAP increase the lac operon expression, thanks to the fact that the binding
between the molecular complex cAM P -CAP and the CAP -binding site increases.
Therefore, to sum up, the condition that promotes the operon gene expression is the presence
of lactose and the absence of glucose.

4.2

The Reaction System formalization

The reaction system for the lac operon is defined as Alac = (S, A), where the set S represents
the main biochemical components involved in the considered genetic system and the reaction
set A contains the biochemical reactions involved in the regulation of the lac operon expression.
S = {lac, Z, Y, A, lacI, I, I-OP, cya, cAM P, crp, CAP, cAM P -CAP, lactose, glucose} and A
consists of the following 10 reactions:
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5

=
=
=
=
=

({lac}, {...}, {lac}),
({lacI}, {...}, {lacI}),
({lacI}, {...}, {I}),
({I}, {lactose}, {I-OP }),
({cya}, {...}, {cya}),

a6
a7
a8
a9
a10

=
=
=
=
=

({cya}, {...}, {cAM P }),
({crp}, {...}, {crp}),
({crp}, {...}, {CAP }),
({cAM P, CAP }, {glucose}, {cAM P -CAP }),
({lac, cAM P -CAP }, {I-OP }, {Z, Y, A}).

where {...} stands for any dummy inhibitor. Observe that reactions a1 , a2 , a5 , a7 are necessary
to grant the permanency of the genes in the system; while reactions a4 , a9 , a10 can only be
enabled if the current state of the system does not include the inhibitor elements specified
in each reaction. In more details, reaction a4 can be applied only in the absence of lactose,
reaction a9 in the absence of glucose, and reaction a10 when repressor I is not bound to the
operator OP .
The lac operon expression is based on which substrates the environment provides. In order
to translate this situation in the lac operon reaction system, we need to evaluate what
happens to the system when the context provides both glucose and lactose, only glucose,
only lactose, or none of them. To do this, we define a default context (DC) that mimics
the real biological system in which the genomic elements plus their encoded proteins are
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normally present; hence DC is composed by those entities that are always present in the
system DC = {lac, lacI, I, cya, cAM P, crp, CAP }, whereas the lactose and the glucose are
given non-deterministically by the context.

4.3

The Reaction System encoding in Prolog

We now show the encoding of the considered reaction systems in Prolog. We note that, by
definition, the set of inhibitors should not be empty, but in this example most of the triples
have empty inhibitors. Thus, we add a dummy inhibitor gp, i.e. a new constant that does
not appear in any reaction, if the set of inhibitors is empty. If we add the new inhibitor gp in
all sets of inhibitors in the rules, then we can use it to force the termination of a computation,
when the context introduces it. This is useful, as reactions such as “([a], [ ], [a])” may cause
an infinite loop. Notice that since a reaction system has a finite background set, we can
prove the following property:
I Proposition 8. If a reaction system enters in an infinite loop then the infinite computation
has the form W0 , W1 , . . . Wm . . . Wk . . . , where m < k, and Wm = Wk .
This means that the subsequence Wm , . . . , Wk will then be repeated iteratively.
Let us now consider the program presented in Section 3, where we replace the rules for
predicates reactionset and context by the following ones:
reactionset([([lac], [gp], [lac]), ([laci],[gp],[laci]),
([laci],[gp],[ig]), ([ig],[lactose, gp],[iop]),
([cya],[gp],[cya]), ([cya],[gp], [camp]),
([crp],[gp],[crp]), ([crp],[gp],[cap]),
([camp, cap],[glucose, gp],[campcap]),
([lac, campcap], [iop, gp],[z,y,a])]).
context([[lac,laci,ig,cya,camp,crp,cap],
[glucose], [glucose], [glucose],
[glucose], [glucose], [glucose, lactose],
[glucose, lactose], [glucose, lactose],
[glucose, lactose], [glucose, lactose],[gp]]).

By executing the following query:
? - computation ( [

], L ).

We get:
L =

[[lac, laci, ig, iop, cya, camp, crp, cap, campcap],
[[lac, laci, ig, iop, cya, camp, crp, cap],
[lac, laci, ig, iop, cya, camp, crp, cap],
[lac, laci, ig, iop, cya, camp, crp, cap],
[lac, laci, ig, iop, cya, camp, crp, cap],
[lac, laci, ig, iop, cya, camp, crp, cap],
[lac, laci, ig, cya, camp, crp, cap],
[lac, laci, ig, cya, camp, crp, cap],
[lac, laci, ig, cya, camp, crp, cap],
[lac, laci, ig, cya, camp, crp, cap],
[lac, laci, ig, cya, camp, crp, cap], [ ] ]

In the following section, we will present some extensions of the basic framework and a
possible implementation in our interpreter.
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5

Extensions of the basic framework: modifications to the context

In this section we want to show that our interpreter is flexible and can be exploited as a
rapid prototyping tool for implementing prototypes of extensions of the basic framework
of reaction systems. We will illustrate this characteristic by defining first a very simple
nondeterministic extension of reaction systems, and then showing how to implement a recent
extension of reaction systems to a network of them [6].

5.1

Non-deterministic context

Reaction systems are deterministic. However, the evolution of a computation interacting with
a context depends on such interaction. So, recently some work has focused on extending the
context behaviour to make it more expressive. For instance [10] has designed an extension of
the context based on process algebras which allows for non deterministic and even recursive
contexts. Here we propose a much simpler extension, by adding a nondeterministic operator
to the context.
The implementation of non-deterministic finite transition systems provides an instructive
insight into the role of context in interactive processes. Let’s modify our program and add a
non-determinism operator in context. In this way, the context instead of being made from a
sequence of lists S1 , S2 , . . . , will be a list in which each element of the list is a list of lists from
which it can be chosen not deterministically. For example (S11 + S12 + · · · + S1k1 )(S21 + S22 +
S23 + · · · + Sk2 ) . . . and the system chooses one of these lists at each step in a completely
non-deterministic way. If our context sequence was (S11 )(S21 + S22 )(S31 + S32 ), then the
possible (context) sequences generated in a non-deterministic way would be S11 -S21 -S31 or
S11 -S21 -S32 or S11 -S22 -S31 or S11 -S22 -S32 .
The nondeterministic choice on each step of the context is performed by the predicate
chooseContext/2, which chooses randomly one of the contexts in the list.
We modify our program in the following way:
contextND([[[a1,a2],[a3,a2,a5]],[[a2,a3,a,4],[a1,a2,a5],[a3]]]).
chooseContext(PossibleContext, ChoosenContext):length(PossibleContext, Length),
random(0,Lenght,Index),
nth0(Index,PossibleContext,ChoosenContext).
context([],[]).
context([L|OtherList],[Cc|Cot]):- chooseContext(L,Cc),
context(OtherList,Cot).
computation(InitialState,L):- reactionSet(R), contexND(C),
context(C,[C0|Cs]), union(InitialState,C0,SC),
computeWithContext(SC,Cs,R,L).

We have defined the predicate chooseContext that selects a random element from a list
of lists. The new context is a list whose elements are lists in which to choose a list. The
new context is given by contextND. To create the context we defined the context predicate.
Finally, we modified the computation predicate.
We notice that we will not add these modifications to our interpreter. These modifications
could be useful to model easily non deterministic systems, with a don’t care kind of nondeterminism which is typical of concurrent systems [24]. Don’t care nondeterminism means
that only one of the possible choices is chosen, and the other alternatives are discarded. For an
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extension of our interpreter which exploits a non deterministic context with the typical don’t
know non determinism of logic programming please see [10]. Don’t know nondeterminism
means that all possible choice alternatives are tried.
In the following section we show that our interpreter can be extended to model two
interacting reaction systems.

5.2

Interaction of two Reaction Systems

We start by discussing first a simple extension to a network made by two reaction systems
which “cooperate”. We illustrate how it is possible to program two reaction systems encodings,
in such a way that the entities that usually come from the context of one reaction system
will be provided instead from the other reaction system.
A slight modification of our program allows us to consider two reaction systems in which the
output of the first reaction system becomes the context of the other.
We can define two separate unit predicates for the reactions in the two RS, reactionsetF/1
and reactionsetS/1. Then, we have to modify the computation/2 predicate so that in
the case of the first reaction system we provide the context via the context predicate; while
for the second reaction system we use the list obtained from the computation of the first
reaction system.
reactionsetF([([a1,a2],[a3],[a2,a3]),([a5],[a4],[a1,a4])]).
reactionsetS([([a1,a3],[a4],[a1,a3]),([a3,a5],[a4],[a2,a4])]).
computationF(InitialState,L):-reactionsetF(R),context([C0|Cs]),
union(InitialState,C0,SC),computeWithContext(SC,Cs,R,L).
/* new predicate to calculate the second reaction system */
computation(InitialStateF,InitialStateS, L):- reactionsetS(R),
computationF(InitialStateF,[C0|L1]), context([C0|L1]),
union(InitialState,C0,SC),computeWithContext(SC,Cs,R,L).

In the following section we show that our interpreter can be extended to model networks
of reaction systems. We have enclosed this extension in the interpreter available online.

5.3

Networks of Reaction Systems

Here we illustrate how to extend our interpreter for modeling networks of reaction systems
as introduced in [6]. In [6] the context has its own structure: the context for a reaction
system originates from a network of reaction systems. Such a network is formalized as a
graph where nodes represent reaction systems, and where each reaction system contributes
to defining the context of all its neighbours. Thus, as the context for a reaction system is
given by a network of reaction systems communicating with it, the interaction between two
reaction systems that we have introduced in Section 5.2 can be seen as a special case of the
definition of a network of reaction systems. In the basic model of [6] reported here, all edges
function as communication channels and states of reaction systems residing at nodes are
synchronized according to a global clock.
We start by introducing the general notions of centralized network of reaction systems and
interactive network process. In the network of RS that we will define, the j-th RS will be
denoted by Aj = (S j , Aj ). µ : V → F is a location function, which assigns RS to nodes. So,
for vj ∈ V , µ(vj ) = Aj . The set of incoming neighbours of a node v in a graph, namely those
nodes for which there is an edge connecting them to v, is denoted by in(v). The following
two definitions are from paper [6].
Gabbrielli’s Festschrift
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I Definition 9. A centralized network of reaction systems is a tuple N = (G, F, µ), where
G = (V, E, v0 ) is a finite centralized graph such that in(v0 ) 6= ∅, F is a nonempty finite set of
reaction systems, and µ : V → F is a location function, assigning reaction systems to nodes.
The following definition formalises the notion of a computation of length n for an interactive
network process, which is given by a vector of individual interactive processes of the reaction
systems in the network nodes. The computation starts from an initial given distribution
(C0j , D0j ). Roughly speaking Ckj represents the context for RS j at step k of computation,
and Dkj represents the state of RS j at step k of computation. Thus, for any node vj , for
each subsequent step i of the process associated with such a node π j , the component Dij is
obtained by applying enabled reactions from Aj to the current state, while the component
Cij is given by the union of the results produced, at the previous step, by the incoming
neighbours of vj . It is finally made an intersection with S j to filter out entities which are
not in the background set of Aj .
I Definition 10. Let N = (V, E, v0 , F, µ) be a centralized network of reaction systems with
|V | = m + 1 for some m ≥ 0. For n ∈ N+ , an interactive (n-step) network process is a
tuple Π = (π 0 , . . . , π m ), where, for j ∈ {0, . . . , m}, π j = (γ j , δ j ) and γ j = (C0j , . . . , Cnj ),
δ j = (D0j , . . . , Dnj ), are such that:
S i
1. Ckj = S j ∩ {Dk−1
|vi ∈ in(vj )}, for k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
j
j
2. Dkj = resAj (Dk−1
∪ Ck−1
) for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

3. If in(vj ) = ∅, then C0j = ∅.
We now illustrate the implementation of the network of Reaction Systems. The new
implementation proceeds for a limited number of steps K, where K is a number given at the
beginning when it is requested by the program, or until an empty state is encountered. The
complete derivation of the Reaction System 1 is calculated (it was called 0 in the previous
definition). The reaction systems of the network corresponds to the nodes of the network and
are numbered by positive integers 1, 2, 3, and so on. At the beginning, the overall number
of Reaction Systems in the network must be given as input. In the following we present
an example consisting of two reaction systems, but the program is valid for an arbitrary
finite number of nodes. As output we obtain the final state of all the Reaction Systems
in the network, and the complete computation of the reaction system 1. It is sufficient to
invoke main(F, D), so that the program calculates F and D, i.e. the overall final state F
of the network and the complete derivation D for reaction system 1. We do not restrict
the set of computed values to the background of the node. It would be easy to add such a
restriction. For the sake of simplicity we assume that all RSs in the network have the same
background set.
The edges of the network are represented by a predicate network/1 introducing a list of
pairs of the form [m,n] meaning that there is an arc from node m to node n. The predicate
search(N,Net,S0,S1) looks for all pairs [N1,N] in Net and returns S1 = union of the states
in position N1 of S0, thus computing the context for N in the network of RS.
The predicate initialStates/1 is defined by a unit fact which introduces a list of list
defining the initial states of the nodes in the network. So list in position k corresponds to
the initial state of node k.
Let us see a fragment of one example. For more details please refer to the interpreter
online.
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a],[cya]),([lacI],[a ],[lac2]),
],[lac3]),([cya],[ a],[cya3])]).
a],[cya1,cya]),([lacI],[a ],[lac2]),
],[lac3]),([cya],[ a],[cya,cya2])]).

network([[2,1]]).
computeOneStep(N,S,S2):- computeState(S,SO,1),
network(Net), computeContext(SO,Net,N,S1),
unionList(SO,S1,S2).
computeState([],[],K).
computeState([S|Ss],[S1|S1s],K):-reaction(K,R),
resultallreactions(S,R,S1), K1 is K+1,
computeState(Ss,S1s,K1).
computeContext(S,Net,N,SO):- computeContext1(S,Net,N,SO,1).
computeContext1(S,Net,N,[],N1):-N<N1.
computeContext1(S,Net,N,[S1|SO],N1):-N1=<N,
search(N1,Net,S,S1),N2 is N1+1,
computeContext1(S,Net,N,SO,N2).
initialStates([[lac],[lac]]).

An example of execution follows:
| ?- main(F,D).
Give me the number of Reaction Systems in the Network
(a positive integer, followed by a dot) 2.
Give me the maximun number of computation steps
(a positive integer, followed by a dot) 5.
D = [[cya1,cya],[cya3,cya,cya2],[cya3,cya,cya2], [cya3,cya,cya2],[cya3,cya,cya2]]
F = [[cya3,cya,cya2],[cya,cya2]]

This model of communicating reaction systems can enable the study of the behaviour
of one reaction system in relation to other ones. This way, the lac operon system can
be connected with the two systems producing the lactose and the glucose, and therefore
the presence of these two entities in the lac operon system can be regulated by realistic
mechanisms.

6

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have recalled the framework of Reaction Systems introduced by A. Ehrenfeucht and G. Rozenberg [16]. Then we have described our preliminary implementation of
this framework in Prolog. We have then shown that our interpreter is flexible and suitable
for rapid prototyping and implementing extensions of the basic framework. It allows to make
indefinitely long computations, computations limited to a maximum of k steps, and we have
also introduced a kind of memoization mechanism based on accumulators for stopping a
computation when a state gets repeated. The user can choose her preferences. Thus, we
have shown how to implement an extension of RS for modeling nondeterministic contexts
with don’t care non determinism, and two interacting RS, and then we have implemented
the recently introduced networks of reaction systems [6]. Our interpreter is freely available
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online. As a future work we plan to improve the implementation to make it more efficient
by using constraint logic programs, by exploiting finite domains, and CLP(SET) [14], and
more user friendly, also by interfacing it to graphical tools for showing the computations in
our framework. We also plan as a future work to study how to exploit the structures which
have been defined for representing efficiently enormous numbers of states in model checking,
in order to improve the evaluation of reaction systems. Some work has already been done
in [22]. We also want to study the application of static analysis techniques [2, 5, 4] to RS.
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